
COMPLIANCE USE CASE

Check off compliance
requirements

Compliance is an inescapable truth regardless of your business’s size (big or small) and the industry you
operate in. All businesses must align to different international, federal, industry, and regional compliance

requirements. For companies, this means demonstrating compliance with the various requirements
mandated by a framework, specific regulation or law.

Penalties including
fines or legal action

Gaps in company
policies and
procedures

Breach exposure 
and liability

The Challenge
Companies often see investing in compliance as a sunk
cost. They feel forced to address data privacy and
protection initiatives by regulations, industry standards,
and other requirements. As a result, they often delay
compliance initiatives until it becomes absolutely
necessary. This often means teams stumble through 
audits as they lack the foundation needed to become 
work towards compliance. 

Data privacy is by no means a new area but increasing
government regulations and public awareness have
catapulted data privacy into the spotlight. And yet, many
companies still misunderstand the boundaries of data
privacy, especially when accounting for international
regulations like GDPR.

 

Reputational
damage

Demonstrate the effectiveness of your compliance program

RISKS OF DATA PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION NON-COMPLIANCE



Simplify compliance audits and align
to compliance laws and frameworks
with ShadowHQ

The Solution
Companies must demonstrate they are meeting data
protection and data privacy compliance requirements. In
many cases, the various aspects of incident preparedness,
including business continuity planning, incident response,
and crisis management may be direct compliance
requirements.

Data privacy and protection
compliance initiatives ensure:

An easier cyber insurance renewal
process with demonstratable business
continuity and incident response plans.

The ability to demonstrate compliance
to regulators.

Improved risk management and the
ability to communicate compliance
program efficacy to company
leadership and stakeholders.

Show that your teams are ready to respond in a
crisis with tabletop exercises.

Create an effective compliance program that’s
audit-ready with access to logs for messages, 
tasks and other actions taken within the platform.

Support incident response compliance
requirements by creating processes that support
both the proactive and reactive parts of 
incident response.

Stay compliant with specific requirements like
chain of custody, annual business continuity plan
updates and other ongoing maintenance items.

Here’s how:

REQUEST  A  DEMO

SALES@SHADOWHQ.IO

Keep your compliance requirements in check

SHADOWHQ.IO


